
Theme Who We Are        How We Express 
Ourselves                 

How We Organize 
Ourselves                    Sharing The Planet       How The World Works             Where We are in Place and 

Time                          

Central Idea Making balanced choices helps 
us live a healthy life.

People around the world have 
created and told stories for 
many different purposes.

Money Systems connect 
people and communities.

People can establish practices 
in order to sustain the Earth's 

resources.

We can look at the rocks 
around us to help us 

understand the age and 
composition of our Earth.

Artifacts can help us 
understand the past

Lines of Inquiry

* Daily habits and routines   
 (hygiene, sleep, play, eating)     
* Balanced choices
* Consequences of choices    

* How stories have been told 
through time and around the 
world
* Purposes for story telling       
Our favorite stories and the 
reasons why we like them

* Forms of money now and in the 
past
*The cycle of money in 
communities and globally
*The ways that money connects 
people

* Limited nature of Earth's 
resources
* Personal choices that can help 
sustain the environment
* Reusing and recycling different 
materials    
*Reducing waste

* The rock cycle
* The composition of the earth
* How earth changes over time

*What information artefacts give 
us about the past
* How the study of artefacts gives 
us an understanding of change 
over time
* The importance of the 
preservation of artefacts

Concepts form, causation, responsibility change, connection, function function, connection, form form, change, responsibility form, causation, change function, change, responsibility

Learner Profile 
Attributes

balanced, reflective, open-
minded risk taker, communicator, principled, reflective thinker, caring knowledgeable, thinker knowledgeable, inquirer

Approaches to 
Learning

* Self-Management Skills

* Research Skills

* Thinking Skillss

* Social Skills

* Self-Management Skills

* Communication Skills

* Social Skills

* Thinking Skills

*Thinking Skills

* Research Skills

* Social Skills

* Communication Skills

* Thinking Skills

* Research Skills

* Social Skills

* Self-Management Skills

* Research Skills

* Thinking Skills

* Communication Skills

* Social Skills

* Communication Skills

* Thinking Skills
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